Clinical Features, Diagnosis, and Treatment of Poststroke Cognitive Impairment
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Abstract

Poststroke Cognitive Impairment (PSCI) is becoming a major burden in our aging society, and its prognosis is poor, even compared with patients with Alzheimer’s disease. Executive dysfunction and working memory impairment are characteristic symptoms of PSCI. Additionally, poststroke apathy, which is a difficult neuropsychiatric sequela, often afflicts stroke survivors and is an important obstacle for rehabilitation.

For PSCI detection, the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) is superior to the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) because the MoCA assesses a number of executive functions with visuexecutive, abstraction, and conflicting instructions items. Additionally, the Apathy Scale is a useful tool for the early detection of poststroke apathy.

Recently, the ASCO phenotypic classification of stroke has been proposed as a new classification system of stroke. The ASCO classification evaluates the etiology and mechanisms of ischemic stroke comprehensively and systematically. In addition, the risk factors for cognitive impairment, such as arterial sclerosis, leukoaraiosis, and atrial fibrillation, can be assessed simultaneously and graded with the ASCO classification. The total score of the ASCO classification correlates significantly with the total scores on the MoCA and MMSE. The ASCO classification is useful for assessing both the etiology of ischemic stroke and cognitive decline in stroke survivors.

Both medication therapy, with agents such as acetylcholinesterase inhibitors, and cognitive rehabilitation therapy are considered effective treatments for patients with PSCI.

In this review, the clinical features, diagnosis, and treatment of patients with PSCI are extensively described to aid in early detection and treatment, which will improve the prognosis of these patients.
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Poststroke Cognitive Impairment

The burden of stroke that results from its effects on cognition has been underestimated for a long time. Ischemic stroke is a major cause of adult chronic disabilities such as motor and sensory disturbances, and it represents an important cause of cognitive decline and dementia [1]. Vascular cognitive impairment is the second leading cause of dementia after Alzheimer’s disease. About one-third of stroke survivors suffer from Poststroke Cognitive Impairment (PSCI) [1]. The prevalence of cognitive impairment among patients with a history of stroke is similar to that of subjects 10 years older without a history of stroke [2]. A recent study demonstrated that poststroke mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is progressive and develops into dementia in 24.4% of patients within 3 years, resulting in a mean conversion rate of approximately 8% per year [2]. Thus, the concept of PSCI, including poststroke MCI, should be understood by clinicians so that it is detected early and treated, even if the impairment is not severe enough to meet the criteria for dementia. This review focuses on the clinical features, diagnosis, and treatment of patients with PSCI in order to execute early detection and treatment, which will improve the prognosis of these patients.

Clinical features

PSCI is defined as cognitive impairment that occurs within 3 months after stroke [3]. This definition is based on the fact that pathological changes after strokes usually converge within 3 months after the stroke. PSCI exhibits relatively uniform clinical and pathological features, and it is mainly comprised of two subtypes: multi-infarct dementia and strategic single-infarct dementia.

Slowing of processing speed and working memory impairment

PSCI is mainly composed of multi-infarct dementia that is caused by lacunae, atherosclerosis, and embolisms [4]. Most patients who
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Clinical features

PSCI is defined as cognitive impairment that occurs within 3 months after stroke [3]. This definition is based on the fact that pathological changes after strokes usually converge within 3 months after the stroke. PSCI exhibits relatively uniform clinical and pathological features, and it is mainly comprised of two subtypes: multi-infarct dementia and strategic single-infarct dementia.

Slowing of processing speed and working memory impairment

PSCI is mainly composed of multi-infarct dementia that is caused by lacunae, atherosclerosis, and embolisms [4]. Most patients who
experience cerebral infarctions involving the white matter exhibit a slowing of processing speed in cognitive functions, such as executive function, calculation, and abstraction. The white matter, which is the main component of the frontal-subcortical circuits of the brain, is strongly associated with processing speed [5]. Working memory impairment is a characteristic feature of PSCI because working memory depends on white matter integrity [5]. Furthermore, patients with PSCI often exhibit mild recent memory impairment because of damage to the white matter that intimately connects with the hippocampus, and this damage can indirectly induce hippocampal atrophy through remote effects [5].

**Strategic single-infarct dementia**

Strategic single-infarct dementia is caused by a single infarction in key functional areas of the brain, such as the thalamus, anterior cerebral artery-territorial area, and angular gyrus [6]. The sudden onset of focal cognitive impairment, such as apraxia and apathy, strongly suggests strategic single-infarct dementia. The clinical features depend on the site of infarction. An anterior thalamic infarction results in sudden onset of impaired consciousness, aphasia, and apathy. A hippocampal infarction results sudden severe recent memory disturbances. Focal cerebral cortical symptoms, such as aphasia, apraxia, and agnosia, are also characteristic disturbances of strategic single-infarct dementia.

**Poststroke apathy, depression, and emotional incontinence**

Patients who have suffered a stroke often experience mood changes. Behavioral and Psychological Symptoms of Dementia (BPSD) are a series of very important symptoms of dementing illness. BPSD is the major cause of caregiver’s exhaustion, and these symptoms can be improved by drug therapy, rehabilitation therapy, and environmental arrangements. Apathy, depression, irritation, anger, and delusions of persecution are well-known symptoms of BPSD. Especially, apathy is a very troublesome sequela that often leads to caregiver exhaustion [7]. Poststroke apathy is a disturbance of motivation that is exhibited by low self-activation or emotional indifference. Frontal lobe hypoactivity is hypothesized to contribute to the development of poststroke apathy, and stroke survivors who are older and who have poorer cognitive status and frontal dysfunction tend to exhibit apathetic symptoms [7]. Apathy often results in disuse syndrome. However, poststroke apathy has received little attention in daily clinical practice despite the fact that it is a major reason for a poor poststroke prognosis.

Poststroke depression, which is one of the common BPSD, has been reported to occur in 33-56% of patients after a stroke, and it is associated with worse functional outcome, slower recovery, and poorer quality of life after the stroke [1]. Furthermore, poststroke emotional incontinence, such as anger and crying, is one of the important positive BPSD that often induces serious problems and leads to severe caregiver exhaustion. Emotional incontinence is a neurological condition characterized by uncontrollable episodes of emotions such as anger; it occurs within 1 year after a stroke with a prevalence of approximately 20%. It leads to poorer quality of life of both patients and caregivers [8].

**Diagnosis**

PSCI is usually diagnosed when a cognitive impairment is related to the onset of a stroke. Clinicians should pay attention to the time-space relationship between the onset of cognitive impairment and the stroke. In addition to advances in imaging techniques, such as single-photon emission computed tomography and diffusion tensor imaging, simple cognitive screening tests, such as the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) and the Apathy Scale, have good sensitivity and specificity in detecting PSCI. Recently, the ASCO phenotypic classification of stroke has been reported to be useful for assessing both the etiology of ischemic stroke and cognitive decline in stroke survivors.

**Definition of poststroke cognitive impairment**

The National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke-Association Internationale pour la Recherche et l'Enseignement en Neurosciences (NINDS-AIREN) criteria defines PSCI as cognitive impairment that occurs within 3 months after a stroke [3]. PSCI is diagnosed when there is a strong connection between cognitive impairment and stroke. In daily clinical practice, the presence of stroke is usually diagnosed with neuroimaging modalities, such as brain magnetic resonance imaging and computed tomography, and simple cognitive screening tests, such as the MoCA, the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE), and the Apathy Scale, are useful for detecting PSCI.

**Montreal cognitive assessment**

Several batteries for neuropsychological evaluations are available for predicting PSCI. Although the MMSE has been used in daily clinical practice and is well-validated, it tends to overlook executive dysfunction and is not a suitable tool for detecting PSCI. In order to detect cognitive impairments in stroke survivors, the MoCA is superior to the MMSE [9]. The MoCA is a simple and stand-alone cognitive screening test with good sensitivity and specificity in detecting PSCI, and it can evaluate a number of executive functions, such as visuoexecutive functions, abstraction, similarities, and conflicting instructions, more sensitively than the MMSE can. Pantoni et al. have also reported that the MoCA score at the acute phase of an ischemic stroke can predict the future cognitive ability of a stroke survivor [10].

**Apathy scale**

Poststroke apathy acts as a barrier to meaningful participation in cognitive and physical rehabilitation [11]. The Apathy Scale, which is useful for detecting poststroke apathy, is a simple, questionnaire-type, cognitive screening test with good sensitivity and specificity in detecting poststroke apathy. The Apathy Scale has more than 16 points (Total score: 42 points) that concern the apathetic state. The Apathy Scale has been validated in many clinical trials, and it accurately reflects the temporal changes in poststroke apathy [7].

**ASCO phenotypic classification of stroke**

The ASCO classification of stroke, which has been proposed by Amarenco et al., and evaluates the etiology and mechanisms of ischemic stroke more comprehensively and systematically than conventional stroke classification systems such as the Trial of Org 10172 in Acute Stroke Treatment (TOAST) system [12]. The risk factors for cognitive impairment, such as arterial sclerosis, leukoaraiosis, and atrial fibrillation, can be assessed simultaneously and graded with the ASCO classification (Figure 1). We have recently
reported that the total score on the ASCO classification significantly correlates with the total scores on the MoCA and MMSE [13] (Figure 2). This correlation was more apparent for the MoCA than for the MMSE because the MoCA scores were normally distributed, whereas the MMSE scores were skewed toward the higher end of the range (ceiling effect). For example, one patient suffering from a small lacunar infarction and having a low ASCO score of 3/12 (A0-S3-C0-O0) showed normal cognitive function (MoCA score: 27/30; MMSE score: 30/30). However, the other patient who was suffering from an atherothrombotic brain infarction and had a high ASCO score of 9/12 (A3-S2-C3-O1; Figure 1) showed cognitive impairment (MoCA score: 10/30; MMSE score: 15/30). As a result, we were able to detect the cognitive impairment early and treat it, which improved the prognosis of patients with PSCI. These results suggest that the ASCO classification of stroke is useful both for assessing the etiology of ischemic stroke and for predicting cognitive decline after ischemic stroke.

Treatment

In order to improve the prognoses of patients with PSCI, early treatment is essential. Recently, the effectiveness of medication and rehabilitation therapies has been reported.

Medication therapy

Acetylcholinesterase inhibitors, such as donepezil, galantamine, and rivastigmine, are effective in PSCI treatment because cerebral ischemia destroys the cholinergic system, and the acetylcholine concentration is significantly decreased in the brain after a stroke event [14]. The administration of donepezil in the acute phase of an ischemic stroke has been shown to result in improvements in the MMSE scores and the prognoses of the patients [15]. Galantamine significantly improved cognition and the activities of daily living in patients with cerebrovascular disease [16]. Furthermore, memantine, which is an N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor antagonist, is also effective in treating PSCI, and it alleviates positive BPSD symptoms, such as anger and irritability. Memantine can also elongate the period of self-independence for stroke survivors compared with that in a non-treated group [17].

As for poststroke apathy, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, such as escitalopram, and dopamine agonists, like ropinirole, improve apathetic symptoms [18] because the decreased serotonin and dopamine concentrations in the brains of stroke survivors induce poststroke apathy. Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors also improve depressive symptoms after strokes. Additionally, cilostazol, a phosphodiesterase III inhibitor, alleviates poststroke apathy due to its effects on increasing cerebral blood flow [19]. Atypical antipsychotics, such as risperidone and quetiapine, attenuate poststroke emotional incontinence, but the use of these drugs requires special attention due to the potential side effects, such as extrapyramidal signs and drowsiness. Recently, yokukansan, an Asian herbal medicine with relatively few side effects, has been reported to improve poststroke emotional incontinence [8].

Rehabilitation therapy

In addition to medication therapy, early rehabilitation can improve patient prognosis. Both cognitive and physical rehabilitation
have synergistic effects on improving the cognitive functions of stroke survivors [20]. Furthermore, cognitive and physical rehabilitation therapies have been shown to mitigate BPSD, such as poststroke depression and apathy [18]. Stroke survivors with more ischemic brain lesions, including white matter disintegrity, tend to show slower cognitive recovery and are thus good subjects for an early start of rehabilitation therapy [21]. The importance of rehabilitation therapies should be emphasized because clinicians and caregivers often undervalue the practice of rehabilitation therapy.

Conclusion

In order to implement the early detection and treatment of patients with PSCI, clinicians should be sensitive to the characteristic symptoms of PSCI. In daily clinical practice, simple cognitive screening batteries, such as the MoCA and Apathy Scale, are useful for detecting PSCI. In addition, the ASCO phenotypic classification of stroke is useful for assessing both the etiology of ischemic stroke and cognitive decline in stroke survivors.
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